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Design Research in the Studio Context

Tiny Footprints: Variations on the Hong Kong Pencil Tower
JASON F. CARLOW
American University of Sharjah

This pair of first-year, graduate-level studios, taught over two
consecutive academic years focused on the study and design
of Hong Kong’s thinnest residential building type, pencil towers. The work focused specifically on extraordinarily compact
and slender buildings with single residential units on each
floor. In the first stage of the course, students studied the
economic, architectural and regulatory conditions that make
these extreme buildings possible to build in Hong Kong. The
studio worked together to conduct a survey of more than sixty
slender towers in Hong Kong and document them through
photography, drawing and digital modeling. An analysis of the
documented towers revealed extreme ratios of vertical circulation core to livable space, unique massing strategies for reducing building volume and exploitation of building regulation
loopholes to maximize rentable area. Through the research
students learned valuable lessons about the close relationship
between building code and building form in an ultra-dense city
with extremely high land value. Efforts from the tower and
code research were compiled into a studio reference guide for
use during the course of the semester.
In response to the restrictive regulatory and economic context
of Hong Kong, students used digital software and contemporary computational design techniques to develop innovative
tower systems that operate within new code-based limitations.
Students considered the form of tall buildings in relationship to
their performance in terms of structural, programmatic, material, environmental and social factors. The interior design and
relative efficiently of units were very important to the studio
as the compact nature of the apartments required students to
make use of every cubic foot available. Many projects yielded
integrated furniture systems to create projects that experiment with non-standard modes of dwelling.
Given Hong Kong’s proximity to the manufacturing zone of
China’s Pearl River Delta students sought to find modes of

construction that are site specific in that they relate to regional
resources and industrial strengths. Students also looked into
construction methods used in other regions in Asia for insights
into new possibilities for high-rise construction in Hong Kong.
The studio required intensive use of CNC prototyping equipment to consider how these machines relate to other scales
and modes of construction today.
In a city were land value is extremely high, communal spaces
in residential buildings have been reduced over past decades
in the pursuit of commercial profit. The studios asked students
to consider how communal spaces are defined and understood
within existing tall residential buildings and how can communal
space be increased and or improved to perform better in contemporary society. The work provides new ideas for building
more socially diverse, better performing housing for densifying
urban areas across the world.
Each of the eighteen towers designed takes on a specific set of
issues responding to the course brief and developed through
the students’ research findings. Overall, the studios sought to
creatively use field research to create novel, non-repetitive,
mixed-use conditions that reveal new possibilities for the
world’s most slender building type.
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